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Cero Stool
The award-winning Cero and Sub 
Cero represent “a captivating union 
between form and function, where 
simple lines imbue this timeless 
piece with an elegance that catches 
the eye and provokes a smile.” 
Another example of new Cottapot 
stool range by Steendyk, the Cero 
and Sub Cero will brighten up the 
office, reception, lobby, public 
library or anywhere there’s a place 
for bright and breezy casual stool 
seating. 

Pinch Stool
The Pinch stool is a magically 
simple piece of furniture with a 
soft curved lip draping down to a 
gentle "X" form.  By rotating the 
stool it can be conveniently and 
securely stacked.
Available in a range of colours to 
suit all occasions and standing 
455mm high by 375mm square, 
the Pinch is the answer when 
simplicity is required. 

Chuckle Stool

The Chuckle stool is a whole lot 
of fun - an elegant yet playful 
piece of seating that suits any 
informal environment. Available in 
two sizes - so the kids can share 
in the enjoyment. The Chuckle is 
light and easy to move, adaptable 
to both internal and external 
conditions.

Apple Stool

Contemporary polypropylene 
stools for indoor or outdoor use.
 Clever nestling style
 Textured non-slip finish
Available in: Orange, Ice White, 
Metallic, Green

Boom Stool

Contemporary polypropylene 
stools for indoor or outdoor use.
 Funky off-square style
 Textured non-slip finish
Available in: Orange, Ice White, 
Charcoal, Blue

Anise Stool

The beautifully shaped Anise 
stool, inspired by the star anise of 
oriental cuisine, stimulates 
conviviality when used either 
indoors or out.Like all Cottapot 
furniture, the Anise is available in 
a huge range of recyclable 
polyethylene plastic colours to 
suit all occasions and decors. It is 
450mm in height by 400mm 
square. 
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Rumble Stool

Rotationally moulded, recyclable 
polypropylene one piece stool. 
Suitable for indoor and outdoor 
use.

60 Stool
In its simplicity it consists of three L-
shaped legs, whose manufacturing 
technology was patented, and a 
circular seat. The secret of its 
success lies in its legs' unique bends, 
quality and finishing. When testing 
the durability of his famous stool, 
Aalto hurled it to the floor and 
shouted, "We'll sell thousands of 
these!" In this respect Aalto was 
mistaken; more than 1.5 million Aalto 
stools have been sold all over the 
world.Available with natural Birch top, 
white or grey laminate, black or red 
manoleum. Stackable. Suitable for 
both stool or side table.

Lala Stool

The  sculptural form of Lala stool 
engages from every angle. 
Encouraging different views, Lala 
stool's counteracting conical 
shapes collide diagonally, 
creating a fusion of crisp lines 
with curved forms.

Kubix Stool

Stackable stool.Resistant to heat 
and sunlight.
Range of  colours available in 
gloss or matt.
Rotational moulded Polyethylene.

 Moving Stool
The design is inspired by an 
ironic reflection on nature and the 
use of products: the subdued yet 
readily communicative design 
aims at establishing an emotional 
type of relationship between the 
objects and those using 
them.Mass coloured 
polypropylene with stainless steel 
handle. Suitable for both indoor 
and outdoor use.                                   
Colours: Sky Blue, Mint, Orange 
and White.

M Stools

The Askman Taburet M Stool can 
be used as seating for dining, 
desks, as a side table & as art in a 
room as it has a wonderful 
harmonious organic shape. 
Because the stool is fairly small in 
stature and is perfect seat height it 
can be brought out as an extra 
chair when entertaining and can be 
put away or hidden underneath the 
table when not in use.
Beech, Black, White & Red (All 
lacquered)
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Ply Ottomans with vinyl 
top

These stools are custom 
designed.
Available in a variety of sizes and 
colours.
Many different upholstery options 
in fabric, vinyl and leather.

Ottomans

These Ottomans are made to 
order.
Available in a variety of sizes and 
colours. 
Many different upholstery options 
in fabric, vinyl and leather.

Bracken

These Ottomans are made to 
order.
Available in a variety of sizes and 
colours.
Many different upholstery options 
in fabric, vinyl and leather.

Bent Box Ottoman

These Ottomans are made to 
order.
Available in a variety of sizes and 
colours.
Many different upholstery options 
in fabric, vinyl and leather.

Custom Bench Unit

These Ottomans are made to 
order.
Available in a variety of sizes and 
colours.
Many different upholstery options 
in fabric, vinyl and leather.

Ottomans 

These Ottomans are made to 
order.
Available in a variety of sizes and 
colours.
Many different upholstery options 
in fabric, vinyl and leather.
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